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FAILED ELECTRICAL COMPONENT DETECTOR 
FOR MULTIPHASE ELECTRIC MACHINES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION - 

1. Field of the Invention: 
The present invention is directed generally to a failed 

electrical component detector used in conjunction with 
an electric machine having a rotating member, and 
more particularly to a failed fuse detector used in con 
junction with a brushless exciter. 

2. Description of the Prior Art: 
There are many kinds of multiphase electric machines 

having rotating members which carry electrical compo 
nents, the failure of which must be detected. One exam 
ple of such an electric machine is the brushless exciter. 
The basic function of a brushless exciter is to generate 
an alternating current and convert that current into a 
direct current that is used to produce the rotating ?eld 
for an electrical generator. Recti?cation is accom 
plished through the use of multiple diode circuits which 
are rigidly mounted to the brushless exciter’s rotor. For 
a six-phase wye system a minimum of six diodes is re 
quired. Typically, however, many more are used due to 
the necessity of providing spare legs, multiple pole 
designs and very high current requirements. Where 
high current capabilities are needed, many diodes are 
connected in parallel to reduce the current ?ow 
through each individual diode. 
To protect such diodes from degradation due to over 

current application, and to protect the exciter’s opera 
tion from the effects of a shorted diode, designs typi 
cally include fuses series connected with the diodes. In 
applications that utilize many diode-fuse combinations 
in parallel, the failure of a single fuse may not have an 
adverse effect on the remaining diode-fuse combina 
tions. Although each of the remaining parallel fuses will 
be required to carry an increased current load, this 
current is usually within the design capability of the 
fuse. However, a single fuse failure, while not adversely 
effecting the performance of the brushless exciter, can 
not be ignored for long periods of time since the other 
fuses are working under a slight overcurrent condition 
and any subsequent fuse failure could have serious ef 
fects on the brushless exciter’s ability to properly func 
tion. Thus, detection of fuse failure is important to en 
able the operator to shut the exciter down in an orderly 
fashion and replace the failed fuses. Furthermore, detec 
tion of fuse failure is critical if an entire phase of fuses 
fails thus requiring an immediate emergency shutdown 
of the system. For those reasons, it is important to be 
able to determine not only if any fuses have failed, but 
how many have failed and the speci?c locations in the 
circuit of those failures. Because brushless exciter rotors 
typically rotate at either 1800 RPM or 3600 RPM, in 
spections by an operator have heretofore been impossi 
ble without the aid of specially designed equipment. 
There have been several attempts to design equip 

ment for indicating failed fuses. One approach is dis 
closed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,635,045 which is directed to a 
Failed Fuse Detector And Detecting Method For Ro 
tating Electrical Equipment. A current transformer is 
disposed about each fuse in such a way that it uses the 
conductor which carries current to the fuse as the pri 
mary winding of the current transformer. A light emit 
ting diode is connected in series with the secondary 
winding of the current transformer. The emitted light, 
indicating a current flow through the fuse, is sensed by 
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2 
a stationary photodetector. Electronic circuitry is used 
to synchronize the detection operation with the rotation 
of the brushless exciter so that each fuse is inspected at 
a time when it is expected to be carrying its maximum 
current. Because this method looks for the existence of 
current through each fuse, it operates in a failsafe man 
ner. 

Another approach is disclosed in US. Pat. No. 
3,866,196 which utilizes a projectile that, upon a fuse 
failure, is allowed to extend radially from the surface of 
the exciter rotor and be observed through the use of a 
stroboscopic light. A retaining wire holds the projectile 
in place. That retaining wire is connected electrically in 
parallel with the fuse. When the fuse fails, the current 
has to pass through the retaining wire causing it to 
overheat, rupture, and release the projectile. The idea 
of using a current path parallel to the fuse to activate a 
visible signal upon a fuse failure is also disclosed in US. 
Pat. No. 3,030,531. In that patent, instead of rupturing a 
retaining wire, the parallel current is used to activate a 
lamp which can be observed with a stroboscopic light. 
A third approach is exempli?ed by US. Pat. No 

4,635,044. The disclosed invention operates on the prin= 
cipal that, if a fuse is conducting an electric current, a 
magnetic field will exist around it and will move with 
the fuse as the exciter rotor rotates. That magnetic field 
can be remotely sensed by various devices and the con 
ducting status of the fuse can be determined. Because 
any speci?c diode and its associated fuse do not conduct 
current during the entire 360° of the exciter rotor, 
means are provided to selectively activate ?xed mag» 
netic ?eld sensors that are disposed about the rotor at 
locations where the various fuses are, by design, ex, 
pected to have current ?owing through them. Further, 
electronic circuitry allows for automatic display, alarm 
and shutdown sequences to be incorporated within the 
device. 

In view of the intricacy associated with the prior art 
in failed fuse detectors for brushless exciters, the need 
exists for a failed fuse detector which requires minimal 
modi?cation of the brushless exciter, requires no syn=~ 
chronization or sophisticated electronics, is reliable, and 
which provides a visual indication to the operator with 
out the use of any specialized equipment. 

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 

In its broadest application, the present invention in 
cludes a multiphase electric machine having a failed 
electrical component detector. The electric machine is 
comprised of a rotating member carrying a plurality of 
electrical components. The electrical components are 
arranged in groups for conducting electrical current. A 
plurality of detectors is also carried by the rotating 
member with each of the detectors being responsive to 
one of the groups of electrical components for detecting 
component failures. A plurality of light emitting diodes 
are carried by the rotating member so as to be grouped 
into concentric circles according to electrical phase. 
Each of the light emitting diodes is responsive to one of 
the detectors such that a component failure, and the 
phase in which that failure occurs, can be observed by 
the naked eye. Stationary sensors may be disposed 
about the rotating member which are responsive to the 
plurality of light emitting diodes for providing an indi 
cation of the number of component failures per electri 
cal phase. 
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In a practical application of the present invention, the 
multiphase electric machine may take the form of a 
multiphase brushless exciter. The plurality of electrical 
components includes a plurality of series connected 
diodes and fuses arranged to rectify alternating multi 
phase current. In such an embodiment, the light emit 
ting diodes are carried by the rotating member such that 
all of the light emitting diodes for each electrical phase 
are in a circle having a radius, measured from the axis of 
rotation of the rotating member, different from the radii 
of the circles for the other electrical phases. A plurality 
of sensors, at least equal in number to the number of 
electrical phases, are disposed about the rotating mem 
ber such that each sensor is responsive to only the light 
emitting diodes of one of the electrical phases. A moni 
tor, responsive to the sensors, may be provided for 
indicating the number of failures per electrical phase. 
The present invention offers signi?cant advantages 

over the prior art. First, the present invention requires 
minimal modi?cation of the brushless exciter’s rotor. 
Second, the detection circuits are constructed such that 
no synchronization with the brushless exciter’s rotor is 
necessary. Only if the diode-fuse combination fails to 
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conduct electrical current for more than one rotation of 25 
the rotor of the brushless exciter does the detection 
circuit cause its associated LED to be lighted. Because 
no sophisticated synchronization circuitry is needed, 
the detection circuits of the present invention may be 
constructed of simple and reliable components. 

Because of the arrangement of the light emitting 
diodes into concentric circles equal in number to the 
number of electrical phases, the number of stationary 
sensors required is greatly reduced over that of the 
prior art. Instead of having a sensor for each fuse to be 
monitored, sensors are only needed for each electrical 
phase. Additionally, when a fuse failure occurs, the 
constantly lit LED, revolving at a speed of 1800 or 3600 
RPM, will be seen by the operator as a circle of light. 
Thus, the operator can immediately determine, with the 
unaided eye, that at least one fuse has failed. Further, by 
knowing in which concentric circle the circle of light 
appears, because of the different colored LED’s for 
each electrical phase, the operator can also determine, 
with the unaided eye, the phase in which the failure has 
occurred. The operator, by reviewing the monitor of 
the present invention, can get a determination of the 
number of fuses which have failed per phase. Thus, 
through the use of standard commercially available 
components, an extremely reliable system for determin 
ing the failure of electrical components can be con 
structed which can provide the operator with valuable 
information concerning the status of the electrical ma 
chine through a simple examination with the unaided 
human eye. These and other advantages and bene?ts of 
the present invention will become apparent from the 
Description Of A Preferred Embodiment hereinbelow. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In order that the present invention may be easily 
understood and readily practiced, preferred embodi 
ments will now be described, by way of example only, 
in conjunction with the ?gures wherein: 
FIG. 1 illustrates a portion of a rotor of a brushless 

exciter carrying a plurality of recti?er modules; 
FIG. 2 is a side view of a recti?er module taken along 

the lines II——II in FIG. 1; 
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4 
FIG. 3 is an electrical schematic of the exciter diode 

fuse combinations used to rectify the multiphase alter 
nating current; 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the failed elec 

trical component detector of the present invention in 
combination with one diode-fuse combination; and 
FIG. 5 illustrates the details of one embodiment of the 

detection circuit shown in FIG. 4. 

DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The present invention will now be described in con 
junction with a brushless exciter, portions of which are 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. Although the present inven 
tion is described in conjunction with a brushless exciter, 
the principals of the present invention may be applied to 
any multiphase electric machine wherein electrical 
components carried by a rotating member must be mon 
itored for failures. Thus, the brushless exciter shown 
and described is intended to be exemplary and not a 
limitation. 

In FIG. 1, a recti?er wheel 1, which is the rotating 
member of the brushless exciter, is partially illustrated. 
The recti?er wheel 1 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 is a con 
ventional recti?er wheel which has been only slightly 
modi?ed to accommodate the present invention. For 
that reason, the recti?er wheel 1 will not be described. 
It should be understood that such recti?er wheels are 
well known in'the art and are currently commercially 
available. 
The recti?er wheel 1 rotates about an axis of rotation 

9 and carries a plurality of recti?er modules 7. Such 
recti?er modules are well known in the art and will 
therefore be only brie?y described. 
One of the modules 7 is shown in detail in FIG. 2. The 

module 7 has an outboard end, which is the left portion 
of the module shown in FIG. 2, and an inboard end, 
which is the right portion of the module shown in FIG. 
2. The outboard and inboard portions of the module are 
substantially the same. For that reason, the same refer 
ence numerals have been applied to the components of 
the outboard and inboard portions of the module with 
the inboard components being additionally designated 
by the use of the prime symbol. 
The outboard portion of the module carries an upper 

heat sink 2 and a lower heat sink 3 between which the 
exciter diode 4 is connected. A capacitor 5 is provided 
which operates in conjunction with a capacitor fuse 8. 
Fuse bolts 10 and 13 are used for mounting outboard 
fuse 14. The inboard fuse 14’ additionally requires a fuse 
mounting block 6. 
The module 7 is connected to the recti?er wheel by a 

module mounting bolt 20. Electrical power is provided 
to the module 7 through a phase lead 24 and a resistor 
23. Electrical power is taken from the module 7 through 
a collector lead 31 and a collector 37. 
Turning to FIG. 3, an electrical schematic illustrating 

the interconnection of the diodes and fuses carried by a 
typical recti?er wheel 40 is illustrated. FIG. 3 is a sim 
pli?ed schematic which illustrates the rotating compo 
nents enclosed by a broken line. In FIG. 3, a ?eld wind 
ing 42 provides a direct current ?eld within which an 
armature carrying an armature winding 44 rotates 
thereby generating three-phase alternating current in 
the three-phase windings shown. The resulting alternat 
ing current is recti?ed by the rotating recti?er assembly 
46 thereby applying direct-current to a ?eld winding 48 
which is part of a turbine generator rotor (not shown). 
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The recti?er assembly 46 consists of at least six diode 
groups 50 each consisting of four individual diodes 
arranged in parallel. The actual number of diode groups 
50 depends upon the number of phases incorporated in 
the design of the brushless exciter. The number of indi 
vidual diodes within each diode group 50 depends upon 
the current carrying requirement of the brushless ex 
citer. Each individual diode is connected in series with 
a fuse for protection from overcurrent conditions. 
Each diode 50 shown in FIG. 3 will be subjected to 

current flow for only 120 of mechanical rotation of the 
recti?er wheel 40. This total 120 conducting angle will 
be divided into as many smaller equal segments as there 
are pole pairs in the machine. For example, a six pole 
pair (12 pole) brushless exciter will subject each diode 
element to six periods of conduction which are 20 in 
duration and separated by 40 of nonconduction. Thus, 
current flows through each of the series connected 
diodefuse combinations for only a limited and predeter 
mined number of degrees of rotation of the recti?er 
wheel 40. During the remainder of the rotation of the 
recti?er wheel 40, the series connected diode-fuse com 
bination does not carry current. 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the failed elec 

trical component detector of the present invention in 
combination with an exciter diode 52 and its associated 
fuse 54. The reader will understand that for each exciter 
diode-fuse combination a separate failed electrical com 
ponent detector is provided. The failed component 
detector is comprised of a shunt member 56 series con 
nected between the exciter diode 52 and the exciter fuse 
54. An operational ampli?er 58 is responsive to the 
voltage drop across the shunt member 56 and hence the 
current ?owing through the series combination of the 
exciter diode 52, the shunt member 56 and the exciter 
fuse 54. 
The operational ampli?er 58 produces a signal which 

changes state in response to, for example, current ?ow 
ing through shunt member 56. That change in state is 
recognized by a detection circuit 60. The detection 
circuit 60 has a built in timer which times out a time 
period equal to the time it takes for the recti?er wheel 
1 to make one revolution. If within that time period the 
signal of the operationalampli?er 58 has not changed 
state indicating that current is ?owing through shunt 
member 56, the detection circuit produces an output 
signal for energizing a light emitting diode 62. 
The light emitting diode 62 is positioned on the in 

board end of the recti?er wheel 1 as shown in FIG. 1. A 
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similar LED may be positioned on the outboard end of 50 
the recti?er wheel 1. The positioning of the light emit 
ting diode 62 is an important feature of the present 
invention. All of the light emitting diodes for a particu 
lar electrical phase are arranged along a circle having a 
predetermined radius measured from the axis of rotation 
9 of the recti?er wheel 1. Each of the electrical phases 
is assigned a circle having a different radius thereby 
grouping all of the diodes associated with each of the 
electrical phases into that electrical phase’s own unique 
circle. This results in a group of concentric circles with 
each circle carrying only LED’s of the same electrical 
phase. For example, assuming LED 62 represents phase 
C of a three phase system, then an LED 74 representing 
phase B may be positioned along a circle having a 
smaller radius than the circle on which LED 62 is posi 
tioned. Similarly, an LED 76 representing phase A may 
be positioned along a circle having a smaller radius than 
either of the radii of the circles upon which the LED’s 
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74 and 62 are positioned as shown in FIG. 1. In addition 
to providing spatial separation between the LED’s of 
various phases, it may also be desirable to provide dif 
ferent colored LED’s for each phase. 
The detection circuit 60 is constructed such that 

should the shunt member 56 fail to conduct current 
after one complete rotation of the recti?er wheel 1, the 
LED 62 is constantly lit. Because of this, and the high 
speed of rotation of the recti?er wheel 1, the lit LED 62 
will appear to the naked eye as acircle or band of light. 
Thus, the operator will know that a fuse has failed and, 
because of the color and/or location of that circle of 
light, will know in which phase the fuse has failed. 
An additional feature of the present invention is pro 

vided by sensors 64, 66 and 68 operating in conjunction 
with monitor 70 and alarm 72. The sensors may be 
comprised of ?ber optic pickups. The sensors 64, 66 and 
68 are oriented so that each sensor is responsive to only 
one of the electrical phases. A separate group of sensors 
may be provided for the outboard end of the recti?er 
wheel 1. Thus, the number of sensors required is at least 
equal to the number of electrical phases. 

Sensor 64 is responsive to all of the phase C LED’s 
such as LED 62, sensor 66 is responsive to all the phase 
B LED’s such as LED 74 while sensor 68 is responsive 
to all the phase A LED’s such as LED 76. The monitor 
70 receives input signals from the sensors 64, 66 and 68 
which are in the form of pulses generated whenever a 
lighted LED passes one of the sensors. Counting such 
pulses over a period of time equal to the time it takes for 
the recti?er wheel 1 to make one complete revolution 
gives a count of the number of blown fuses per phase. 
This information can be used to sound an alarm 72 or 
take other appropriate action in the event that the num» 
ber of blown fuses exceeds an acceptable amount. 
One method of implementing the detection circuit 60 

is shown in FIG. 5. The detection circuit 60 is corn-= 
prised of a transistor 78 having a base terminal respon 
sive to the operational ampli?er 58. The base terminal is 
also connected to ground through a variable resistor 80 
and connected to a positive voltage source through a 
resistor 82. A collector terminal of the transistor 78 is 
also connected to the positive voltage source through a. 
resistor 84. The collector terminal is additionally con 
nected to ground through the series combination of a 
variable resister 86 and a capacitor 88. The junction 
between the variable resistor 86 and the capacitor 88 is 
connected to an input terminal of an operational ampli‘ 
?er 90. The operational ampli?er 90 produces a signal 
for driving the diode 62. The transistor 78 has an emitter 
terminal which is connected to ground. 

In operation, the operational ampli?er 90 produces an 
output signal for energizing the LED 62 whenever the 
capacitor 88 charges to a predetermined voltage, typi~ 
cally the supply voltage. The values of the resistors 84 
and 86 are chosen such that one revolution of the recti 
?er wheel 1 is required before the capacitor 88 charges 
to the predetermined voltage. Under normal operating 
conditions, during one revolution of the recti?er wheel 
1, the shunt member 56 will carry current for some 
portion of that revolution. When that occurs, opera 
tional ampli?er 58 produces a signal which renders 
transistor 78 conductive. With transistor 78 in the con 
ductive state, capacitor 88 discharges through variable 
resistor 86 and transistor 78 to ground. Thus, for each 
revolution, assuming shunt member 56 carries electrical 
current for at least a portion of that revolution, capaci 
tor 88 is discharged such that operational ampli?er 90 
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does not produce its output signal. However, should the 
fuse associated with shunt member 56 blow, no current 
will flow through shunt member 56. Because of the 
absence of current for one revolution, capacitor 88 will 
be allowed to charge to the supply voltage thereby 
causing operation ampli?er 90 to produce its output 
signal to light LED 62. In this manner, the present 
invention provides a simple yet reliable method of indi 
cating the failure of an electrical component. The cir 
cuitry of the present invention can be implemented with 
readily available off the shelf components. Addition 
ally, no synchronization is required between the detec 
tion circuit 60 and the rotation of the recti?er wheel 1. 
This substantially simplifies the construction and opera 
tion of the present invention and enhances reliability. 

In summary, the present invention presents substan 
tial advantages over the prior art. First, an operator can 
determine with the unaided eye whether a fuse has 
blown and can also determine in which phase that fuse 
has blown. Secondly, through the use of the monitor, 
the operator can determine the number of fuses which 
have blown per phase. Third, because of the unique 
grouping of the LED’s of the present invention, the 
number of sensors required is reduced. Rather than 
requiring a sensor for each LED as is found in the prior 
art, the number of sensors is reduced to at least the 
number of electrical phases to be monitored. Addition 
ally, the present invention requires minimal modi?ca 
tion of existing recti?er wheels. The only modi?cation 
is the addition of the LED’s. The only change to the 
modules 7 carried by the recti?er wheels is the provi 
sion of the shunt members 56. Once the shunt members 
56 has been incorporated into the module, the opera 
tional ampli?er 58 and the detection circuit 60 may be 
positioned on the module in any convenient location. 
The present invention provides a reliable and inexpen 
sive method for monitoring component failures. 
Those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that 

many modi?cations and variations of the present inven 
tion are possible. For example, the electronic circuitry 
shown in FIG. 5 is only one example of how the detec 
tion circuit 60 may be implemented. The detection cir 
cuitry shown in FIG. 5 is intended to be exemplary and 
is not intended to be a limitation of the present inven 
tion. The description of the principals of the present 
invention in combination with the brushless exciter is 
also intended to be exemplary and not a limitation of the 
present invention. The following claims are intended to 
cover all modi?cations and variations of the present 
invention which will become apparent to those of ordi 
nary skill in the art upon reading the above disclosure. 
What we claim is: 
1. A multiphase electric machine having a failed elec 

trical component detector, comprising: 
a rotating member; 
a plurality of electrical components carried by said 

rotating member and arranged in groups for con 
ducting electrical current; 

a plurality of detector means carried by said rotating 
member, each of said detector means responsive to 
one of said groups of electrical components for 
detecting component failure; 

a plurality of light emitting means carried by said 
rotating member so as to be grouped into concen 
tric circles with each concentric circle of light 
emitting means having a different radius and being 
responsive to a different electrical phase, each of 
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8 
said light emitting means response to one of said 
detector means; and 

stationary means disposed about said rotating mem 
ber and responsive to said plurality of light emit 
ting means for providing an indication of compo 
nent failures. 

2. The electric machine of claim 1 wherein said plu 
rality of electrical components includes a plurality of 
diodes and a plurality of fuses with each diode con 
nected in series to one of said fuses to form one of said 
groups. 

3. The electric machine of claim 2 additionally com 
prising a plurality of shunt members with each of said 
shunt members series connected between said diode and 
said fuse of one of said groups. 

4. The electric machine of claim 3 wherein each of 
said detector means is responsive to the absence of cur 
rent flow through one of said shunt members for a pre 
determined period of time, and wherein said detector 
means produces an output signal indicative of a compo 
nent failure in response to said absence. 

5. The electric machine of claim 4 wherein each of 
said detector means includes a transistor responsive to 
one of said shunt members and a capacitor, the voltage 
across said capacitor being controlled by said transistor. 

6. The electric machine of claim 5 wherein each of 
said detector means includes drive means responsive to 
the voltage across said capacitor for producing a signal 
for driving one of said light emitting means. 

7. The electric machine of claim 1 wherein the sta 
tionary means includes a monitor for counting the num 
ber of light emitting means energized per revolution of 
said rotating member. 

8. The electric machine of claim 7 wherein the sta 
tionary means includes a plurality of light conductive 
members at least equal in number to the number of 
electrical phases, each of said light conductive members 
being responsive to one of said concentric circles for 
conducting light from said light emitting means 
grouped in that circle. 

9. The electric machine of claim 1 wherein said light 
emitting means of each concentric circle are the same 
color within said circle but are a different color from 
the colors of said light emitting means of the other 
concentric circles. 

10. A multiphase brushless exciter having a failed 
electrical component detector, comprising: 

a rotating member; 
a plurality of diodes carried by said rotating member 
and arranged to rectify alternating multiphase cur 
rent; 

a plurality of fuses carried by said rotating member 
with each of said fuses electrically connected in 
series with one of said diodes; 

a plurality of detection circuits carried by said rotat 
ing member, each circuit responsive to one of said 
series connected diode-fuse combinations for de 
tecting component failures; 

a plurality of light emitting diodes carried by said 
rotating member such that all of said light emitting 
diodes for each electrical phase are positioned 
along a circle having a radius different from the 
radii of the circles for the other electrical phases, 
each of said light emitting diodes being responsive 
to one of the detection circuits; 

a plurality of sensors at least equal in number to the 
number of electrical phases, said sensors disposed 
about said rotating member such that each sensor is 
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responsive to only the light emitting diodes of one 
of said electrical phases; and 

monitor means responsive to said sensors for indicat“ 

ing the number of failures per electrical phase. 
11. The exciter of claim 10 additionally comprising a 

plurality of shunt members with each of said shunt 
members series connected between one of said series 
connected diodes and fuses. 

12. The exciter of claim 11 wherein each of said de 

tection circuits is responsive to the absence of current 
?ow through one of said shunt members for more than 

one revolution of said rotating member, and wherein 
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10 
said detection circuit produces an output signal indica 
tive of a component failure in response to said absence. 

13. The exciter of claim 12 wherein each of said de 
tection circuits includes a transistor for conducting 
electrical current during periods of current flow 
through one of said shunt members, and a capacitor 
which is discharged when said transistor is conductive. 

14. The exciter of claim 13 wherein each of said de 
tection circuits includes drive means responsive to a 
predetermined voltage across said capacitor for produc 
ing said output signal for driving one of said light emit~= 
ting diodes. 

15. The exciter of claim 10 wherein the light emitting 
diodes for each electrical phase are a different color. 

# t i i t 


